Abstract-Since the memristor was first built in 2008 at HP Labs, no end of devices and models have been presented. Also, new applications appear frequently. However, the integration of the device at the circuit level is not straightforward, because available models are still immature and/or suppose high computational loads, making their simulation long and cumbersome. This study assists circuit/systems designers in the integration of memristors in their applications, while aiding model developers in the validation of their proposals. We introduce the use of a memristor application framework to support the work of both the model developer and the circuit designer. First, the framework includes a library with the best-known memristor models, being easily extensible with upcoming models. Systematic modifications have been applied to these models to provide better convergence and significant simulations speedups. Second, a quick device simulator allows the study of the response of the models under different scenarios, helping the designer with the stimuli and operation time selection. Third, fine tuning of the device including parameters variations and threshold determination is also supported. Finally, SPICE/Spectre subcircuit generation is provided to ease the integration of the devices in application circuits. The framework provides the designer with total control overconvergence, computational load, and the evolution of system variables, overcoming usual problems in the integration of memristive devices.
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I. INTRODUCTION

P
OSTULATED by Chua in 1971 [1] , a memristor is the fourth basic electrical component-along with resistors, capacitances, and inductances-displaying a predictable relationship between its resistance and the electrical charge traversing it. Depending on the direction of the current flowing through the device, its resistance increases or decreases, and when stopped, the memristor stores the final resistance value. It was not until 2008 that the first actual implementation of a memristor saw light, developed by HP Labs employing TiO 2 [2] . Other groups have since been working on the development of new memristive structures [3] - [5] , and the industry and the scientific community are endeavoring to find novel applications Manuscript received March 12, 2014 ; accepted July 21, 2014. Date of publication July 31, 2014; date of current version November 6, 2014 . This work was supported in part by the CICYT Project TOLERA TEC2012-31292 of the Spanish Ministry of Economy and Competitiveness. The review of this paper was arranged by Associate Editor A. Ghosh.
The authors are with the E.T.S. for these devices and achieve precise models that describe their behavior [6] - [13] . One of the main engines of the quick development of novel memristive devices has been its application to electronic systems with a great potential to overcome existing solutions. In the field of random access memories (RAMs), memristors have been used to store a resistance value in each cell, what is known as a resistive RAM (RRAM) [14] , [15] .
These memories, employing the appropriate read and write drivers, can store multilevel values and can achieve higher densities and speeds than static CMOS RAMs; furthermore, they do not require any energy to maintain the stored data. Memristors, in contrast to the other passive components or transistors, have been successfully employed to simulate the behavior of neurons, making them very attractive in the area of neural networks [16] . Also, concerning field programmable gate arrays, the memory characteristics of the memristors have been employed to build effective lookup tables and their varying resistiveness has led to the emergence of new switching matrix structures [17] . In the analog field, designers are using memristors to build circuits with controllable thresholds [18] .
Modeling, simulation, and prediction of memristor's behavior are fundamental pieces of the development and validation of new applications. In 2008, after the first device was implemented, HP Labs introduced the first model based upon the few available fitting points from their memristor [2] . In the following years, other works put forward improved models that better tracked the dynamic characteristics of that device. In 2011, HP Labs presented the first model that departed from a physical formulation-the tunnel effect-significantly improving the accuracy [10] ; at the same time, new devices began to appear and their models also employed physics-based formulations. In the last few years, several patents have presented new memristive structures, and the modeling community is working toward generalized models that are able to predict any device.
In spite of the big effort carried out by model developers, circuit and systems designers still have serious difficulties to integrate and validate memristors. Models are immature and controlling convergence, accuracy, speed, and computational load of simulations is especially hard and tricky. As it is normal at the early stages of a technology, especially when dealing with nanostructures, there is still a gap between technologists, model developers, and circuit designers. In an attempt to bridge this gap, Biolek et al. [13] presented in 2013, several models of memory devices described in Simulation program with integrated circuit emphasis (SPICE), the traditional standard for circuit designers; they provided with interesting features such as the possibility to control the time step, soft transition functions, simulation parameters control, and behavioral integrators. Still, the approach is not generalizable, it just includes three models and the designer needs to go through several trial-and-error phases to select the correct time step and control integral limits.
The present study advances in that direction and aspires to help circuit/system designers in the integration of the memristor, while at the same time aiding model developers in the validation of their proposals. We introduce the memristor application framework (MAF), hereafter that encompasses three modules corresponding to the stages in the standard work methodology: device model characterization and validation for a given application scenario; memristor level characterization, computation and selection of stimuli and operation time; SPICE/Spectre subcircuit generation. The main features of the MAF that contribute to the state of the art are as follows.
1) It includes the seven best-known memristor models and future upcoming models will be easy to introduce.
2) It provides both SPICE and Spectre-the de facto industrial standard from Cadence-subcircuits.
3) It employs systematic modifications to improve SPICE code-i.e., aggregation/disaggregation of sources, aggregation of variables, etc.-that are translated into significant simulations speedups. 4) The MAF allows the analysis of parameter variations, an important aspect in memristor validation. The memristor, as well as other nanodevices, is highly affected by variability due to its extremely nonlinear behavior. 5) The framework provides the designer with total control over convergence, computational load, and the evolution of system variables. The MAF is available for download at www.vlsi.die.upm. es/memristor.
The structure of the rest of this paper is as follows. First, we describe the library of memristor models included. The next section collects the proposed systematic improvements related to the subcircuits netlist. Section IV describes the framework, focusing on the main modules and functionalities, but also proposing a design methodology and presenting an example of use. In Section V, we detail the performance improvements achieved by the subcircuit modifications. Some concluding remarks can be found in Section VI.
II. REVIEW OF THE MEMRISTOR MODELS
Let us start with a review of the seven most important memristor models that have been presented in the literature to date, ordered by date of publication. A memristor model includes a description of the device behavior, usually in the form of differential equations, defining the specific method to compute the response to a given stimulus. Additionally, the model also includes device parameters, a set of magnitudes and state variables, and simulation control variables. Table I details the characteristics of each model. Next, we briefly describe their highlights.
Linear ion drift [2] is a generic charge-controlled memristor. This model, whose state variable linearly depends on the current, can be expressed through a polynomial equation system. Additionally, this study introduces the nonlinear drift model, which is described more deeply in later works. [2] , [7] , [9] , [19] . Several memristor-based applications are developed using these models [14] , [15] , which include nonlinearity by shaping state variable using window functions. Some of these functions have limitations, like the hard switching condition, when modeling the boundary conditions [2] , [23] , or lack of modeling the threshold effect in the memristor behavior.
Nonlinear ion drift models using different window functions
Simmons tunneling barrier model [10] , [20] is the most complete memristor model, built as a metal/insulator/metal (MIM) junction, combined with an in-series resistance. The structure behaves following the Simmons tunneling theory [21] , [22] , matching the experimental results [10] . This model often experiences convergence problems.
Yakopcic's model [8] is characterized by a state variable exponential drift and hyperbolic sinusoid shape, following and simplifying the previous MIM memristors. This model, which fits the characteristic i(v) curves of several physical devices [24] - [27] , is proved to be useful when developing the memristorbased neuromorphic systems.
TEAM model [12] . The Threshold Adaptive Memristor model also derives from the Simmons tunneling barrier model. Like Yakopcic's model, the TEAM model proposes a simplification of the complex MIM structure presented in [10] and [20] . In contrast to Yakopcic's hyperbolic sine i-v relation, this TEAM model is based on a polynomial curve, and consequently, reduces the computational load.
Simplified Simmons barrier model, presented in [12] , is a modification of the Simmons tunneling barrier. The i-v relation is simplified, reducing the complex system presented in [20] to a single exponential relation. Therefore, the performance is improved and most convergence problems are solved, while on the other hand, the accuracy is reduced.
Eshraghian MIM and threshold model [11] . The latest model that appeared in the literature presents a complete and deep study of the underlying mechanisms of the memristor dynamics. Based on this study, Eshraghian et al. present an accurate, highly customizable, and robust (from the convergence and overflow point of view) memristor model.
Circuit designers who wish to introduce one of these models in their work flow must go through a series of stages before they can actually cosimulate and validate the memristors along with other circuital elements. Unless provided by the model developer, they must write a SPICE netlist based on the model equations. Then, there are several variables that need careful adjustment-due to the nonlinearity nature inherent to the models-to match a specific device. Also, the range and type of the stimuli feeding the memristor have a big impact on its behavior and require thorough analysis. Convergence, precision, and computational load are three key factors for any circuital simulation that in the case of these immature models are especially hard to control. Next sections describe our proposal to help circuit designers in these tasks.
III. SYSTEMATIC IMPROVEMENT OF MODEL NETLISTS
The authors of some of the models described in Section II did not provide with a direct circuital realization. We have developed netlists describing all the models not only in SPICE, 
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but also in Spectre. Furthermore, we have introduced systematic improvements in the circuit scheme of all the models that lead into important speedups in both SPICE and Spectre simulations, as detailed in Section V. In order to explain the systematic improvements that we propose, let us first review the structure and the behavior of a basic memristor subcircuit (a netlist that is instantiated in a higher hierarchy circuit). Fig. 1 displays the three stages; a memristor subcircuit can be divided into.
First, the device v-i relationship is modeled as two terminals connected by a current generator in series with a resistor R aux . The current generator is governed by the expression
where Second, for all models, the state variables evolution is determined by a set of differential equations, which depend on the voltage (voltage-controlled memristor) or the current (currentcontrolled memristor), the state and the auxiliary variables
As seen in the central part of Fig. 1(a) , with the aim of modeling each state variable, a current generator takes the value given by (2) . A capacitor placed in series with the current generator performs the state variable integration. The circuit simulator internally performs the integration of the capacitor current. This way, the voltage at node x j takes the form Fig. 1(a) summarizes the previous scheme. Next, we describe the four systematic optimizations introduced in the subcircuits which are represented in Fig. 1(b) .
1) Variable Integration Mechanism:
The use of a capacitor together with a current generator to perform a variable integration makes the simulator manage two different components in each simulation step, which duplicates the convergence assessments.
SPICE-like simulators allow the utilization of several mathematical functions. Among these functions, the designer can choose integrators. By removing the capacitor-current generator set, and placing instead a single-voltage generator whose value refers to the differential equation, the circuit simulator only manages one component. Therefore, the computational load is reduced.
2) Variable Control: The proposed subcircuit schemes must provide the mechanism to ensure that some state variable values are constrained. Some subcircuit models [12] delegate in a set of diode-voltage generators to impose these bounds. Other subcircuits limit the ranges using switches [28] . This scheme involves several circuit components with the corresponding computational overhead.
In contrast, we can eliminate these components by using the simulator boundary functions. Furthermore, this mechanism can be integrated in the same definition as the differential equation modeling, simplifying the subcircuit structure. Consequently, we can reduce the computational load systematically eliminating some components. This way a state variable can be defined, initialized, and controlled in a single SPICE sentence:
EW w 0 value = {min(min value, max(idt(diff eq, w init), max value))}.
3) Common Values Aggregation:
In case that during the computation of the state or auxiliary variables a value depending on an auxiliary variable is computed several times, the circuit simulator is performing the same operation multiple times. Let h(a l ) be an operation evaluated several times. We propose to use a new variable b l , which takes the form of a voltage source V b l in the subcircuit, instead of computing every time step the same value. This way, we have the following system: , x, a 0 , . . . , a m −1 , a m +1 , . . . , a p , h(a l )) . . . , x, a 0 , . . . , a m −1 , a m +1 , . . . , a p , b l ) . . . , x, a 0 , . . . , a n −1 , a n +1 , . . . , a p , b l ), which creates the new set of variables b = {b 0 , . . . , b z }.
4) Current and Voltage Sources Aggregation and Disaggregation:
In several cases, a state variable is modeled as a contribution of distinct voltage or current sources. If these sources do not have convergence problems, the circuit simulator needs to handle several components, which implies checking different convergence or boundary conditions. The aggregation into a single source can reduce the computational load. On the other side, there are sources computing complex functions that can lead into convergence problems. Those functions can be split to isolate the convergence problem.
IV. MAF
Continuing with the idea of aiding the design community, we have developed an MAF that encompasses all the stages necessary to include a memristor model in the standard circuit design flow. The MAF is developed in Java. Therefore, the application can be run in several OS.
As seen in Fig. 2 , MAF functionalities are mainly covered by three main modules: Device Characterization, Level Characterization, and Subcircuit Editor. The first two are different simulators with which the user is able to fully characterize each of the memristor models included in the model library. Each module is illustrated with a simple example in Section IV-E.
The MAF model library includes the seven models described in Section II and their improved subcircuit netlists from Section III. It is likely that new memristor devices, and their corresponding models, will appear. The inclusion of these memristors in the models library is a key point in the extensibility of the framework. To deal with this problem, the MAF engine has been carefully designed as a modular system to allow the scalability of its functionalities. The MAF is composed of primitives which have been programmed to act as independent functional units, interacting between them by exchanging data models and scenarios.
Before describing MAF main modules, we will explain how both simulators-Device Characterization and Level Characterization-take advantage of MAF parameter variations handling capabilities. The framework helps analyzing the fluctuation of parameters which can destabilize the memristor behavior. For example, a slight variation in the threshold of the device may lead the memristor to act as a normal resistor. By contrast, under the presence of the spurious voltage, a value stored in a memristor can be altered. MAF simulators provide the way to study the dynamics of a specific memristor in the presence of parameter variations. We have included Corner analysis and Monte Carlo methods. In both methods, the variation of the voltage, temperature (depending on the memristor model), and model inherent parameters is given by a probabilistic deviation from the mean value. Therefore, instead of a specific memristor excited by a single voltage, several simulations are concurrently executed, performing a deeper analysis. This way, a wide set of scenarios which differ in the values of the device nominal parameters, the temperature (if present), and the voltage fluctuations are created and simulated.
A. Device Characterization Module
The Device Characterization Module is a transient simulator that follows the device behavior equations, providing a powerful environment to study the response of the models included in the database once stimulated by different patterns of the voltage and taking into account the parameter variations.
It is well known that some of these models require small time steps during the simulation in order to obtain valid results [10] . Additionally, the computation of some variables strongly depends on the timing of the simulation, so to avoid computation overflow problems and nondesired behaviors, our simulator guarantees that the time step is small enough to make the device behave correctly while ensuring the convergence of the simulation. The simulator also includes several techniques [29] to solve and recover from the nonconvergence problems derived from the variability of nanotechnologies, assuring the viability of the memristor behavior and the simulation convergence.
B. Level Characterization Module
The memristance presents a highly nonlinear relation with the flux. Therefore, the designer needs high accuracy in the flux value and related parameters. Thus, with the aim of setting a precise resistance value (e.g., to perform a multilevel storage or a weighted operation), the designer has to accurately know the amplitude and duration of the writing signal. With a fixed set of pulse amplitudes, the pulse length required to store a specific value will depend on the memristor speed.
For this reason, one of the main issues when designing memristive applications is, given a supply voltage, determining the time it takes for the device to perform an accurate state change. The Level Characterization module allows a comprehensive study of the memristance-flow relationship when writing a desired value in the memristor.
Consequently, this module helps in the study of the time evolution of memristance and model state variables. Also, the tool allows the automated calculation of the pulse lengths required to store the desired values.
Additionally, with this module, the designer is able to acquire and study the mean values and maximum deviations of the operation timing. This, together with the histogram and the state variable-memristance evolution plots, helps find the operation characteristics and define the safety margins.
C. Subcircuit Editor Module
This module loads the customized parameters brought from the characterized memristor and creates the appropriate subcircuit. In this stage, the user is able to modify the parameters to include additional components or to change the subcircuit structure. Furthermore, the designer can automatically generate the code to perform Monte Carlo & Corner analysis in the external circuit simulator. As a result, the generated subcircuit is ready to be referenced by the global circuit netlist. 
D. MAF Design Methodology
In this section, we put forward a recommended methodology, illustrated in Fig. 3 , for the designers that wish to use the MAF.
The methodology departs from an application in which one or several memristors need to be used. The application has certain restrictions which translate into a set of constraints for the memristors. The designer is assumed to be acquaintance with the models so as to reduce the group of possible candidates. As seen in the scheme, the user can select the optimal model by comparing the behavior of the candidate models using coarsegrained MAF's Device Characterization simulations.
Once the memristor model and specifications are defined, in the next stage, the designer performs a refinement of the memristor's parameters, stimuli, timing, and powering conditions. This precise adjustment is performed employing MAF's Device Characterization and Level Characterization simulators. In case the analysis does not converge, the memristor is not fast enough, or if some parameter variation disrupts the operation, the parameters should be refined. The MAF offers its own graphical results representation, as well as formated-data exportation for the external software such as GnuPlot and MATLAB.
When the initial requirements are satisfied, a SPICE/Spectre subcircuit memristor netlist is generated, allowing the designer to customize it, include the subcircuit in the global circuit netlist, and proceed to its simulation.
E. Example of Use
To show the framework capabilities, we present a simple case of use targeting one of the most common memristive applications: a crossbar memory. More concretely, we will perform an eight-level writing operation in a 3×3 RRAM custom netlist, as shown in Fig. 4(a) .
In this crossbar scheme, the writing operation involves two different pulse generators and nine cells, each composed of one memristor. Each memristor cell can be modified to store eight different resistance values, from 0 to 7, linearly separated. Initially, all cells have a value of "0." Rows and columns are numbered from 1 to 3. In this example, the desired operation will write a "7" in the second cell of the second row of the RRAM array (position [2, 2] ). Crossbar array structures have structural problems. The main one refers to the spurious voltage which feeds the cells placed next to the selected RRAM. These voltages can modify the state variables in nondesired cells, and consequently, alter the stored values. To minimize those nondesired effects, we will use the half-voltage writing scheme shown in Fig. 4(a) . Nonselected RRAM cells will be affected by lower spurious voltages. Fig. 4 (a) displays the circuit scheme; the target cell is filled with a striped pattern and cells that are sensitive to data alterations are filled with a dotted pattern.
The purpose of this example is twofold: 1) determining all the parameters to perform the full state change-including feeding voltage and timing characteristics. 2) analyzing the impact on the nonselected cells when the writing operation is performed. Following the proposed methodology, first, we define the design constraints. In our example, we will assume that the circuit power supply limits the maximum voltage with which the memristor is fed, besides we set a limit in the duration of the writing operation; thus, we have the following. 1) Voltage supply should not exceed 2 V.
2) Operation should be performed in 15 ns. The next step is selecting the most appropriate memristor model. We will use [11] with the default parameters because of its good tradeoff between accuracy and computational load, as well as the presence of a threshold in its behavior, which will help minimizing the cell data corruption effect.
We proceed to simulate in the MAF Device Characterization module different transient simulations to set the feeding voltage, taking into account that the model must be fast enough to perform the required operation. Fig. 4(b) shows simulation results. As can be seen, with 1.75 V, we can completely alter the state variable (bounded between "1" and "0"), and therefore, Performing a Monte Carlo analysis with the MAF Device Characterization module, we study how the variation of the feeding voltage and other parameters affects the maximum storage levels (Δw) and the writing operation length (ΔT ). Fig. 5 shows an example of the evolution of the state variable w along the time. In the detailed view, both ΔT and Δw are presented.
Evaluating those values, we are able to refine the parameters of the memristor model and estimate the variability of the device.
Focusing on the pulse length of the writing operation, we carry out another Monte Carlo simulation using the MAF Level Fig. 7 . SPICE simulation of the RRAM crossbar array. State variable evolution w in the target cell (the desired value is correctly stored) and in an adjacent cell (the state variable is almost unaltered).
Characterization module. Fig. 6 shows the histogram with the pulse lengths occurrences required to perform the multilevel storage over 250 process scenarios. Based on this information, a designer is able to determine the operation security margins.
After all the memristor variables have been settled, as well as the operation voltage and timing are chosen, using the Subcircuit Editor module, we automatically generate the corresponding SPICE subcircuit and proceed to include it in the global netlist. This subcircuit will be instantiated in each RRAM cell at the global SPICE netlist.
At this stage, we can verify in SPICE that the nondesired effects of a spurious alteration of previously stored data in adjacent cells do not appear. Fig. 7 displays the writing operation accomplished in both the target cell and an adjacent cell. As shown, the previous value stored in the adjacent cell is almost unaltered-notice the change in the left y-axis-thus, the impact is negligible.
V. SPEED-UP RESULTS
We have tested two different scenarios to illustrate the impact that the proposed subcircuit modifications have in the circuit simulator performance. The first scenario stands as the transient simulation of a sinusoidal voltage feeding a single memristor. The second scenario takes place as a 3×3 RRAM crossbar array. In this crossbar scheme, while the target is to write a single cell, the whole operation affects the nine memristors. In both cases, with the objective of increasing the simulation loads, the transient simulation step length has been limited to 1 ps. Dealing with the computational load of different models, it is impossible to guarantee a specific performance; however, with the computation of a large amount of steps, we extract a general trend that covers most cases and makes visible remarkable differences between models.
To broaden the scope of the analysis, we have performed the test in both LTSpice and Spectre.
The results show important speedups. In some cases, simulating the Simmons tunneling barrier memristor model, the simulation could not converge using the conventional scheme subcircuit and time steps as short as 1 ps. On the contrary, when using our proposed subcircuit schemes, the simulation succeeded. In the cases where both conventional and new model simulations converge, we achieve a two-times speedup in a simulation using one or nine memristors. All simulations were run in an i7 950 (3.6 GHz) and 12-GB machine. Table II shows the percentage of time saved when using our proposed scheme instead of the conventional one, while Fig. 8 corresponds to the graphical representation of these speedups. As can be seen, the most complex models obtain a greater benefit of the proposed subcircuit modifications in the reduction of the computational load.
VI. CONCLUSION
Since the memristor was first built in 2008, a myriad of devices and models have appeared in the literature. However, the integration of these memristive devices in circuits is still not properly solved because their models are not mature and it is a hard task for the designer to control the convergence, accuracy, speed, and computational load of simulations. This study bridges the gap between technology scientists, memristor model developers, and circuit designers that want to incorporate memristors in their standard work flow. We have presented the MAF that is conceived to assist the memristor community throughout all design stages. It includes two simulators, i.e., Device Characterization and Level Characterization, that cover all the steps required to get a certain memristor model ready for application development, from model selection and validation to the fine adjustment of each parameter and variable even in the presence of process or conditions variation. The MAF automatically generates a SPICE/Spectre subcircuit of the analyzed memristor to ease its integration in application circuits.
The framework includes a library with the best-known memristor models and it is simple to introduce upcoming models. Additionally, systematic modifications have been carried out to improve the SPICE code of each model providing better convergence (solving scenarios where conventional subcircuits generate overflows) and significant simulations speedups. As illustrated by examples of use, the framework provides the designer with total simulation control, overcoming usual problems in the integration of memristors.
